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Cannonball Adderley, alto sax; Blue Mitchell, trumpet; Bill Evans, piano;  

Sam Jones, bass; ‘Philly’ Joe Jones, drums. 

1. Minority (Gigi Gryce) 7:05 

2. Straight Life (Julian Adderley) 5:25 

3. Blue Funk (Sam Jones) 5:26 

4. A Little Taste (Julian Adderley) 4:34 

5. People Will Say We're In Love (Rodgers--

Hammerstein) 9:38 

6. Nardis (Miles Davis) 5:30 

Produced by ORRIN 

KEEPNEWS 

Cover Design by PAUL 
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Recording by JACK 

MATTHEWS 

Recorded on July 1, 1958 

 

Portrait of Cannonball strikes us as a most fitting title for Cannonball Adderley's first album 
for Riverside, not only because of the unusually expressive photograph of the man on the 
cover, but also because the contents of the LP seem to make up an equally expressive 
musical "portrait." 

The colleagues he selected for this album include, first of all, Blue Mitchell, an exceptionally 
gifted young trumpet man who is an old friend from Florida days. It was Cannonball who 
brought Blue forcibly to Riverside's attention and it was Cannonball who felt that using 
Mitchell on this LP would be a most helpful way of introducing him. 

Sam Jones, one of the best of several superior young bassists currently on the New York 
scene, is also from Florida and was an important part of Adderley's own group. Philly Joe 
Jones, who was Miles Davis's drummer when Cannonball joined that unit, is one of today's 
most formidable rhythm men. He can be heard with great frequency on Riverside LPs and 
his presence here is an indication that Cannonball shares our high opinion of him. Bill Evans, 
also currently featured with Miles, is a brilliant and distinctive stylist just beginning to gain 
recognition. 

The friends-and-associates aspect of this "portrait" is also in evidence in the repertoire. In 
addition to one free-blowing version of a standard ("People Will Say We're In Love"), there 
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are two Cannonball originals ("A Little Taste," first recorded on the first album Adderley 
made; and "Straight Life," a new ballad), a blues contributed by Sam Jones, a new scoring of 
one of the best tunes of the talented composer-arranger-altoist Gigi Gryce, and finally the 
Oriental-flavored "Nardis," one of Miles Davis's rather infrequent compositions, specifically 
written for Cannonball's Riverside debut. 

--ORRIN KEEPNEWS, from the liner notes. 
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September 15, 1928 -- August 8, 1975 

Cannonball Adderley 

 

"He had a certain spirit. You couldn't put your finger on it, but it was there in 

his playing every night." 

--Miles Davis 

 

Julian Adderley. The nickname "Cannonball" was a childhood corruption of "cannibal," 

describing his large appetite. He played alto saxophone in Florida bands from around 1942 

and directed a high-school band in Fort Lauderdale for more than two years from September 

1948. After serving in army bands from 1950 to 1953 he resumed teaching until 1955. 

He then moved to New York, intending to play with his brother, Nat, and to begin graduate 
studies at New York University. Instead, a chance jam session led to his joining Oscar 
Pettiford's band and signing a recording contract. 

The Adderley brothers formed a promising quintet in january 1956, but in September the 
following year the group was forced to disband because of financial difficulties. Adderley 
then replaced Sonny Rollins in the Miles Davis Quintet in October 1957. He stayed in 
Davis's famous sextets, playing with John Coltrane, until September 1959, when he formed 
a second quintet with his brother. This group, which played soul jazz and bop, remained 
intact until 1975, achieving considerable success. 
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A masterful, confident improviser, Adderley was called "the new Bird" because his debut in 
1955 occurred shortly after Charlie Parker's death. This unfortunate label caused resentment 
among the press and public, and set him unattainable standards. 

Although he at times imitated Parker (as did all bop alto saxophonists), his first bop 
recordings reveal more chromatic and continuous lines and a more cutting tone than 
Parker's. On other recordings he played and composed in a simple blues- and gospel-
oriented style. "Cherokee" with Bud Powell & Don Byas from 1961. 

--BARRY KERNFELD, The New Grove Dictionary Of Jazz 
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